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Building Java Enterprise Applications Jul 01 2020 Explores options for using J2EE technologies in the creation of scalable software, providing
a case study on a database and focusing on selecting leading-edge technologies and implementing the sample system.
Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor Architecture and Tools Nov 17 2021 Intel® Xeon PhiTM Coprocessor Architecture and Tools: The Guide for
Application Developers provides developers a comprehensive introduction and in-depth look at the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor architecture
and the corresponding parallel data structure tools and algorithms used in the various technical computing applications for which it is suitable.
It also examines the source code-level optimizations that can be performed to exploit the powerful features of the processor. Xeon Phi is at the
heart of world’s fastest commercial supercomputer, which thanks to the massively parallel computing capabilities of Intel Xeon Phi processors
coupled with Xeon Phi coprocessors attained 33.86 teraflops of benchmark performance in 2013. Extracting such stellar performance in realworld applications requires a sophisticated understanding of the complex interaction among hardware components, Xeon Phi cores, and the
applications running on them. In this book, Rezaur Rahman, an Intel leader in the development of the Xeon Phi coprocessor and the

optimization of its applications, presents and details all the features of Xeon Phi core design that are relevant to the practice of application
developers, such as its vector units, hardware multithreading, cache hierarchy, and host-to-coprocessor communication channels. Building on
this foundation, he shows developers how to solve real-world technical computing problems by selecting, deploying, and optimizing the
available algorithms and data structure alternatives matching Xeon Phi’s hardware characteristics. From Rahman’s practical descriptions and
extensive code examples, the reader will gain a working knowledge of the Xeon Phi vector instruction set and the Xeon Phi microarchitecture
whereby cores execute 512-bit instruction streams in parallel.
The Azure Cloud Native Architecture Mapbook Aug 22 2019 Improve your Azure architecture practice and set out on a cloud and cloudnative journey with this Azure cloud native architecture guide Key Features Discover the key drivers of successful Azure architecture
Implement architecture maps as a compass to tackle any challenge Understand architecture maps in detail with the help of practical use cases
Book Description Azure offers a wide range of services that enable a million ways to architect your solutions. Complete with original maps
and expert analysis, this book will help you to explore Azure and choose the best solutions for your unique requirements. Starting with the key
aspects of architecture, this book shows you how to map different architectural perspectives and covers a variety of use cases for each
architectural discipline. You'll get acquainted with the basic cloud vocabulary and learn which strategic aspects to consider for a successful
cloud journey. As you advance through the chapters, you'll understand technical considerations from the perspective of a solutions architect.
You'll then explore infrastructure aspects, such as network, disaster recovery, and high availability, and leverage Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
through ARM templates, Bicep, and Terraform. The book also guides you through cloud design patterns, distributed architecture, and
ecosystem solutions, such as Dapr, from an application architect's perspective. You'll work with both traditional (ETL and OLAP) and modern
data practices (big data and advanced analytics) in the cloud and finally get to grips with cloud native security. By the end of this book, you'll
have picked up best practices and more rounded knowledge of the different architectural perspectives. What You Will Learn Gain overarching
architectural knowledge of the Microsoft Azure cloud platform Explore the possibilities of building a full Azure solution by considering
different architectural perspectives Implement best practices for architecting and deploying Azure infrastructure Review different patterns for
building a distributed application with ecosystem frameworks and solutions Get to grips with cloud-native concepts using containerized
workloads Work with AKS (Azure Kubernetes Service) and use it with service mesh technologies to design a microservices hosting platform
Who this Book is for ?This book is for aspiring Azure Architects or anyone who specializes in security, infrastructure, data, and application
architecture. If you are a developer or infrastructure engineer looking to enhance your Azure knowledge, you'll find this book useful.
Fowler Sep 27 2022 The practice of enterprise application development has benefited from the emergence of many new enabling technologies.
Multi-tiered object-oriented platforms, such as Java and .NET, have become commonplace. These new tools and technologies are capable of
building powerful applications, but they are not easily implemented. Common failures in enterprise applications often occur because their
developers do not understand the architectural lessons that experienced object developers have learned. Patterns of Enterprise Application
Architecture is written in direct response to the stiff challenges that face enterprise application developers. The author, noted object-oriented
designer Martin Fowler, noticed that despite changes in technology--from Smalltalk to CORBA to Java to .NET--the same basic design ideas
can be adapted and applied to solve common problems. With the help of an expert group of contributors, Martin distills over forty recurring

solutions into patterns. The result is an indispensable handbook of solutions that are applicable to any enterprise application platform. This
book is actually two books in one. The first section is a short tutorial on developing enterprise applications, which you can read from start to
finish to understand the scope of the book's lessons. The next section, the bulk of the book, is a detailed reference to the patterns themselves.
Each pattern provides usage and implementation information, as well as detailed code examples in Java or C#. The entire book is also richly
illustrated with UML diagrams to further explain the concepts. Armed with this book, you will have the knowledge necessary to make
important architectural decisions about building an enterprise application and the proven patterns for use when building them. The topics
covered include · Dividing an enterprise application into layers · The major approaches to organizing business logic · An in-depth treatment of
mapping between objects and relational databases · Using Model-View-Controller to organize a Web presentation · Handling concurrency for
data that spans multiple transactions · Designing distributed object interfaces
Getting Started with IBM API Connect: Scenarios Guide May 31 2020 IBM® API Connect is an API management solution from IBM that
offers capabilities to create, run, manage, and secure APIs and microservices. By using these capabilities, the full lifecycle of APIs for onpremises and cloud environments can be managed. This IBM RedpaperTM publication describes practical scenarios that show the API
Connect capabilities for managing the full API life cycle, creating, running, securing, and managing the APIs. This Redpaper publication is
targeted to users of an API Connect based API strategy, developers, IT architects, and technical evangelists. If you are not familiar with APIs
or API Connect, we suggest that you read the Redpaper publication Getting Started with IBM API Connect: Concepts, Architecture and
Strategy Guide, REDP-5349, before reading this publication.
A Practical Guide to Enterprise Architecture Sep 03 2020 bull; Written by expert practitioners who have hands-on experience solving realworld problems for large corporations bull; Helps enterprise architects make sense of data, systems, software, services, product lines,
methodologies, and much more bull; Provides explanation of theory and implementation with real-world business examples to support key
points
ServiceNow Application Development Sep 15 2021 Develop and extend efficient cloud-native applications with ServiceNow About This
Book Build and customize your apps and workflows to suit your organization's requirements Perform in-depth application development from
designing forms to writing business rules, client-scripts, and workflows Comprehensive guide to the end-to-end implementation of designing
and extending apps with ServiceNow Who This Book Is For If you are a ServiceNow administrator and developer and need to build and
customize your service management solution (apps and workflows) with ServiceNow, then this book is for you. What You Will Learn
Customize the ServiceNow dashboard to meet your business requirements Use Administration and Security Controls to add roles and ensure
proper access Manage tables and columns using data dictionaries Learn how application scopes are defined within ServiceNow Configure
different types of table to design your application Start using the different types of scripting options available in ServiceNow Design and
create workflows for task tables Use debugging techniques available in ServiceNow to easily resolve script-related issues Run scripts at
regular time intervals using the Scheduled Script Execution module In Detail ServiceNow provides service management for every department
in the enterprise, including IT, Human Resources, Facilities, Field Service, and more. This book focuses on all the steps required to develop
apps and workflows for any of your business requirements using ServiceNow. You will start with the first module, which covers the basics of

ServiceNow and how applications are structured; how you can customize the dashboard as required; and also how to create users. After you
get used to the dashboard, you will move on to the next module, Applications and Tables, where you will learn about working with different
tables and how you can create a scope other than the global scope for your application. The next module is Scripting and APIs, where you will
learn Scripting in ServiceNow and use powerful APIs to develop applications. The final module, Administration Essentials, covers debugging,
advanced database features, and scheduled script creation. By the end of the book you will have mastered creating organized and customerfriendly applications Style and approach A step-by-step tutorial to designing applications and workflows with ServiceNow
ARM System Developer's Guide Mar 29 2020 Over the last ten years, the ARM architecture has become one of the most pervasive
architectures in the world, with more than 2 billion ARM-based processors embedded in products ranging from cell phones to automotive
braking systems. A world-wide community of ARM developers in semiconductor and product design companies includes software developers,
system designers and hardware engineers. To date no book has directly addressed their need to develop the system and software for an ARMbased system. This text fills that gap. This book provides a comprehensive description of the operation of the ARM core from a developer’s
perspective with a clear emphasis on software. It demonstrates not only how to write efficient ARM software in C and assembly but also how
to optimize code. Example code throughout the book can be integrated into commercial products or used as templates to enable quick creation
of productive software. The book covers both the ARM and Thumb instruction sets, covers Intel's XScale Processors, outlines distinctions
among the versions of the ARM architecture, demonstrates how to implement DSP algorithms, explains exception and interrupt handling,
describes the cache technologies that surround the ARM cores as well as the most efficient memory management techniques. A final chapter
looks forward to the future of the ARM architecture considering ARMv6, the latest change to the instruction set, which has been designed to
improve the DSP and media processing capabilities of the architecture. * No other book describes the ARM core from a system and software
perspective. * Author team combines extensive ARM software engineering experience with an in-depth knowledge of ARM developer needs.
* Practical, executable code is fully explained in the book and available on the publisher's Website. * Includes a simple embedded operating
system.
Application Architecture for .NET Oct 24 2019 Get expert architectural and design-level guidance for building distributed solutions with the
Microsoft® .NET Framework—learning how to synthesize your knowledge of application development, servers, and infrastructure and
business requirements. This guide assumes you are familiar with .NET component development and the basic principles of a layered
distributed application design. It examines architectural issues and solution design for a range of project stakeholders—whether you build and
design applications and services, recommend appropriate technologies and products for applications and services, make design decisions to
meet functional and nonfunctional requirements, or choose appropriate communications mechanisms for applications and services—providing
straightforward guidance, recommendations, and best practices gleaned from real-world solution development. All PATTERNS &
PRACTICES guides are reviewed and approved by Microsoft engineering teams, consultants, partners, and customers—delivering accurate,
real-world information that’s been technically validated and tested.
Designing Hexagonal Architecture with Java Jun 12 2021 A practical guide for software architects and Java developers to build cloudnative hexagonal applications using Java and Quarkus to create systems that are easier to refactor, scale, and maintain Key FeaturesLearn

techniques to decouple business and technology code in an applicationApply hexagonal architecture principles to produce more organized,
coherent, and maintainable softwareMinimize technical debts and tackle complexities derived from multiple teams dealing with the same code
baseBook Description Hexagonal architecture enhances developers' productivity by decoupling business code from technology code, making
the software more change-tolerant, and allowing it to evolve and incorporate new technologies without the need for significant refactoring. By
adhering to hexagonal principles, you can structure your software in a way that reduces the effort required to understand and maintain the
code. This book starts with an in-depth analysis of hexagonal architecture's building blocks, such as entities, use cases, ports, and adapters.
You'll learn how to assemble business code in the Domain hexagon, create features by using ports and use cases in the Application hexagon,
and make your software compatible with different technologies by employing adapters in the Framework hexagon. Moving on, you'll get your
hands dirty developing a system based on a real-world scenario applying all the hexagonal architecture's building blocks. By creating a
hexagonal system, you'll also understand how you can use Java modules to reinforce dependency inversion and ensure the isolation of each
hexagon in the architecture. Finally, you'll get to grips with using Quarkus to turn your hexagonal application into a cloud-native system. By
the end of this hexagonal architecture book, you'll be able to bring order and sanity to the development of complex and long-lasting
applications. What you will learnFind out how to assemble business rules algorithms using the specification design patternCombine domaindriven design techniques with hexagonal principles to create powerful domain modelsEmploy adapters to make the system support different
protocols such as REST, gRPC, and WebSocketCreate a module and package structure based on hexagonal principlesUse Java modules to
enforce dependency inversion and ensure isolation between software componentsImplement Quarkus DI to manage the life cycle of input and
output portsWho this book is for This book is for software architects and Java developers who want to improve code maintainability and
enhance productivity with an architecture that allows changes in technology without compromising business logic, which is precisely what
hexagonal architecture does. Intermediate knowledge of the Java programming language and familiarity with Jakarta EE will help you to get
the most out of this book.
Good Practice Guide Oct 04 2020 How do you obtain permission? How can you satisfactorily tackle objections? How can you convince
planning officers of the value of your work? Drawing on substantial experience from both applicant and local planning authority perspectives,
this book provides tactics and practical steps to help architects secure early validation of applications and successful outcomes. It’s a practical
guide to understanding the planning system and maximizing the potential for successful outcomes. Readers will develop a greater
understanding of the principles that are vital in the preparation and negotiation of applications against the very complex detail of regulatory
arrangements.
The Software Architect Elevator Dec 18 2021 As the digital economy changes the rules of the game for enterprises, the role of software and
IT architects is also transforming. Rather than focus on technical decisions alone, architects and senior technologists need to combine
organizational and technical knowledge to effect change in their company’s structure and processes. To accomplish that, they need to connect
the IT engine room to the penthouse, where the business strategy is defined. In this guide, author Gregor Hohpe shares real-world advice and
hard-learned lessons from actual IT transformations. His anecdotes help architects, senior developers, and other IT professionals prepare for a
more complex but rewarding role in the enterprise. This book is ideal for: Software architects and senior developers looking to shape the

company’s technology direction or assist in an organizational transformation Enterprise architects and senior technologists searching for
practical advice on how to navigate technical and organizational topics CTOs and senior technical architects who are devising an IT strategy
that impacts the way the organization works IT managers who want to learn what’s worked and what hasn’t in large-scale transformation
Microsoft Application Architecture Guide Oct 28 2022 Get the definitive guide on designing applications on the Microsoft application
platformâ€”straight from the Microsoft patterns & practices team. Learn how to choose the most appropriate architecture and the best
implementation technologies that the Microsoft application platform offers applications developers. Get critical design recommendations and
guidelines organized by application typeâ€”from Web, mobile, and rich Internet applications to Office Business Applications. Youâ€™ll also
get links to additional technical resources that can help with your application development.
Architecture for Blockchain Applications May 11 2021 This book addresses what software architects and developers need to know in order to
build applications based on blockchain technology, by offering an architectural view of software systems that make beneficial use of
blockchains. It provides guidance on assessing the suitability of blockchain, on the roles blockchain can play in an architecture, on designing
blockchain applications, and on assessing different architecture designs and tradeoffs. It also serves as a reference on blockchain design
patterns and design analysis, and refers to practical examples of blockchain-based applications. The book is divided into four parts: Part I
provides a general introduction to the topic and to existing blockchain platforms including Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hyperledger Fabric, and
offers examples of blockchain-based applications. Part II focuses on the functional aspects of software architecture, describing the main roles
blockchain can play in an architecture, as well as its potential suitability and design process. It includes a catalogue of 15 design patterns and
details how to use model-driven engineering to build blockchain-based applications. Part III covers the non-functional aspects of blockchain
applications, which are cross-cutting concerns including cost, performance, security, and availability. Part IV then presents three detailed realworld use cases, offering additional insights from a practical perspective. An epilogue summarizes the book and speculates on the role
blockchain and its applications can play in the future. This book focusses on the bigger picture for blockchain, covering the concepts and
technical considerations in the design of blockchain-based applications. The use of mathematical formulas is limited to where they are critical.
This book is primarily intended for developers, software architects and chief information officers who need to understand the basic
technology, tools and methodologies to build blockchain applications. It also provides students and researchers new to this field an
introduction to this hot topic.
Building Evolutionary Architectures Feb 20 2022 The software development ecosystem is constantly changing, providing a constant stream
of new tools, frameworks, techniques, and paradigms. Over the past few years, incremental developments in core engineering practices for
software development have created the foundations for rethinking how architecture changes over time, along with ways to protect important
architectural characteristics as it evolves. This practical guide ties those parts together with a new way to think about architecture and time.
SOA Source Book Apr 29 2020 Software services are established as a programming concept, but their impact on the overall architecture of
enterprise IT and business operations is not well-understood. This has led to problems in deploying SOA, and some disillusionment. The SOA
Source Book adds to this a collection of reference material for SOA. It is an invaluable resource for enterprise architects working with
SOA.The SOA Source Book will help enterprise architects to use SOA effectively. It explains: What SOA is How to evaluate SOA features in

business terms How to model SOA How to use The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF™) for SOA SOA governance This book
explains how TOGAF can help to make an Enterprise Architecture. Enterprise Architecture is an approach that can help management to
understand this growing complexity.
SPA Design and Architecture Dec 06 2020 Summary SPA Design and Architecture teaches you the design and development skills you need
to create SPAs. Includes an overview of MV* frameworks, unit testing, routing, layout management, data access, pub/sub, and client-side task
automation. This book is full of easy-to-follow examples you can apply to the library or framework of your choice. Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology The next step in the development
of web-based software, single-page web applications deliver the sleekness and fluidity of a native desktop application in a browser. If you're
ready to make the leap from traditional web applications to SPAs, but don't know where to begin, this book will get you going. About the
Book SPA Design and Architecture teaches you the design and development skills you need to create SPAs. You'll start with an introduction
to the SPA model and see how it builds on the standard approach using linked pages. The author guides you through the practical issues of
building an SPA, including an overview of MV* frameworks, unit testing, routing, layout management, data access, pub/sub, and client-side
task automation. This book is full of easy-to-follow examples you can apply to the library or framework of your choice. What's Inside
Working with modular JavaScript Understanding MV* frameworks Layout management Client-side task automation Testing SPAs About the
Reader This book assumes you are a web developer and know JavaScript basics. About the Author Emmit Scott is a senior software engineer
and architect with experience building large-scale, web-based applications. Table of Contents PART 1 THE BASICS What is a single-page
application? The role of MV* frameworks Modular JavaScript PART 2 CORE CONCEPTS Navigating the single page View composition and
layout Inter-module interaction Communicating with the server Unit testing Client-side task automation APPENDIXES Employee directory
example walk-through Review of the XMLHttpRequest API Chapter 7 server-side setup and summary Installing Node.js and Gulp.js
Systematic Cloud Migration Jan 27 2020 This book is your systematic cloud migration guide. Experiences shared by the author are drawn
from real-life migration projects and contain practical advice, as well as step-by-step architecture, design, and technical implementation
instructions using sample application code on GitLab. Following the guidance in this book will provide much needed support to your teams,
and help you successfully complete the application cloud migration journey. Systematic Cloud Migration consists of four major parts. Part one
starts with a fundamental introduction of cloud computing to establish the context for migration, including paradigm changes in five important
areas: software application, DevSecOps, operations, infrastructure, and security. And these are the areas that the book follows throughout.
Next, it introduces a real-life migration process that your team can follow. Part two presents the migration process for the application code,
including architecture diagrams and presented by demo application code and supporting infrastructure in AWS cloud. Part three dives into
DevSecOps and automation. In addition to concepts, a real-life migration diagram and sample pipeline code implemented with GitLab are
include. Part four deals with efficient cloud operations. Each chapter has a practical structure: objectives, roles, inputs, process/activities,
outputs/deliverables, best practices, and summary. There is a wealth of cloud production-grade template style artifacts that can be used as is.
What You Will Learn Design applications in the cloud, including determining the design criteria (e.g., solution cost is a design criterion, same
as security, and is not an afterthought) Understand the major migration areas: software development (application code, data, integration, and

configuration), software delivery (pipeline and automation), and software operations (observability) Migrate each application element: client
and business components code, data, integration and services, logging, monitoring, alerting, as well as configurations Understand cloudcritical static application security testing (SAST), dynamic application security testing (DAST), containers compliance and security scanning,
and open source dependency testing Know the directions and implementation details on cost-efficient, automated, cloud-native software
operations Who This Book Is For Primarily designed with software developers, team leads, development managers, DevOps engineers, and
software architects in mind. Their day-to-day activities include architecting, designing, developing, delivering, and operating software in the
cloud environment. In addition, this book will benefit infrastructure, network, security, and operations engineers, who in turn, can provide
better support for the software development product teams.
Microservices Patterns Feb 26 2020 "A comprehensive overview of the challenges teams face when moving to microservices, with industrytested solutions to these problems." - Tim Moore, Lightbend 44 reusable patterns to develop and deploy reliable production-quality
microservices-based applications, with worked examples in Java Key Features 44 design patterns for building and deploying microservices
applications Drawing on decades of unique experience from author and microservice architecture pioneer Chris Richardson A pragmatic
approach to the benefits and the drawbacks of microservices architecture Solve service decomposition, transaction management, and interservice communication Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
The Book Microservices Patterns teaches you 44 reusable patterns to reliably develop and deploy production-quality microservices-based
applications. This invaluable set of design patterns builds on decades of distributed system experience, adding new patterns for composing
services into systems that scale and perform under real-world conditions. More than just a patterns catalog, this practical guide with worked
examples offers industry-tested advice to help you design, implement, test, and deploy your microservices-based application. What You Will
Learn How (and why!) to use microservices architecture Service decomposition strategies Transaction management and querying patterns
Effective testing strategies Deployment patterns This Book Is Written For Written for enterprise developers familiar with standard enterprise
application architecture. Examples are in Java. About The Author Chris Richardson is a Java Champion, a JavaOne rock star, author of
Manning’s POJOs in Action, and creator of the original CloudFoundry.com. Table of Contents Escaping monolithic hell Decomposition
strategies Interprocess communication in a microservice architecture Managing transactions with sagas Designing business logic in a
microservice architecture Developing business logic with event sourcing Implementing queries in a microservice architecture External API
patterns Testing microservices: part 1 Testing microservices: part 2 Developing production-ready services Deploying microservices
Refactoring to microservices
Software Architect’s Handbook Feb 08 2021 A comprehensive guide to exploring software architecture concepts and implementing best
practices Key Features Enhance your skills to grow your career as a software architect Design efficient software architectures using patterns
and best practices Learn how software architecture relates to an organization as well as software development methodology Book Description
The Software Architect’s Handbook is a comprehensive guide to help developers, architects, and senior programmers advance their career in
the software architecture domain. This book takes you through all the important concepts, right from design principles to different
considerations at various stages of your career in software architecture. The book begins by covering the fundamentals, benefits, and purpose

of software architecture. You will discover how software architecture relates to an organization, followed by identifying its significant quality
attributes. Once you have covered the basics, you will explore design patterns, best practices, and paradigms for efficient software
development. The book discusses which factors you need to consider for performance and security enhancements. You will learn to write
documentation for your architectures and make appropriate decisions when considering DevOps. In addition to this, you will explore how to
design legacy applications before understanding how to create software architectures that evolve as the market, business requirements,
frameworks, tools, and best practices change over time. By the end of this book, you will not only have studied software architecture concepts
but also built the soft skills necessary to grow in this field. What you will learn Design software architectures using patterns and best practices
Explore the different considerations for designing software architecture Discover what it takes to continuously improve as a software architect
Create loosely coupled systems that can support change Understand DevOps and how it affects software architecture Integrate, refactor, and
re-architect legacy applications Who this book is for The Software Architect’s Handbook is for you if you are a software architect, chief
technical officer (CTO), or senior developer looking to gain a firm grasp of software architecture.
Fundamentals of Software Architecture Jan 19 2022 Salary surveys worldwide regularly place software architect in the top 10 best jobs, yet
no real guide exists to help developers become architects. Until now. This book provides the first comprehensive overview of software
architecture’s many aspects. Aspiring and existing architects alike will examine architectural characteristics, architectural patterns, component
determination, diagramming and presenting architecture, evolutionary architecture, and many other topics. Mark Richards and Neal
Ford—hands-on practitioners who have taught software architecture classes professionally for years—focus on architecture principles that
apply across all technology stacks. You’ll explore software architecture in a modern light, taking into account all the innovations of the past
decade. This book examines: Architecture patterns: The technical basis for many architectural decisions Components: Identification, coupling,
cohesion, partitioning, and granularity Soft skills: Effective team management, meetings, negotiation, presentations, and more Modernity:
Engineering practices and operational approaches that have changed radically in the past few years Architecture as an engineering discipline:
Repeatable results, metrics, and concrete valuations that add rigor to software architecture
Software Architecture in Practice Jun 19 2019 This is the eagerly-anticipated revision to one of the seminal books in the field of software
architecture which clearly defines and explains the topic.
App Architecture Jul 21 2019 This book explains a range of application design patterns and their implementation techniques using a single
example app, fully implemented in five design patterns. Instead of advocating for any particular pattern, we lay out the problems all
architectures are trying to address: constructing the app's components, communicating between the view and the model, and handling nonmodel state. We show high-level solutions to these problems and break them down to the level of implementation for five different design
patterns - two commonly used and three more experimental.The common architectures are Model-View-Controller and Model-ViewViewModel + Coordinator. In addition to explaining these patterns conceptually and on the implementation level, we discuss solutions to
commonly encountered problems, like massive view controllers. On the experimental side we explain View-State-Driven Model-ViewController, ModelAdapter-ViewBinder, and The Elm Architecture. By examining these experimental patterns, we extract valuable lessons that
can be applied to other patterns and to existing code bases.

Flash Remoting: The Definitive Guide Mar 21 2022 Flash Remoting MX lets developers easily integrate rich Macromedia Flash content
with applications that are built using Macromedia ColdFusion MX, Microsoft .NET, Java, PHP, or SOAP-based web services. The result is
complex client/server applications that more closely resemble desktop applications than traditional web pages. Gone is the click/wait/reload
approach of HTML. Your web application uses Flash as the front end while Flash Remoting handles the communication behind the scenes
with the application server. All the end user knows is that it's fast and flexible.The potential uses for Flash Remoting are endless. Flash
Remoting: The Definitive Guide will help you understand this breakthrough technology and use it to build your own Rich Internet
Applications (RIAs). Build applications that connect to a database, file system, or other server-side technologies. Or, use Flash Remoting to
create: online stores that feature catalogs and shopping cart systems sound and video clip libraries banner ads with built-in shopping carts,
click-through tracking, and site search capabilities new controls that can be used in place of HTML extensions to Flash, Dreamweaver,
Fireworks, and more front-ends to databases for administrators The book begins with Flash Remoting basics: setup, installation and an
introduction to its underlying concepts. Next, you'll explore the Flash's User Interface components as they relate to Flash Remoting. Then,
you'll gain insights into Flash Remoting internals and the Remoting API. The book is rich with examples that you will be able to run on your
own system.The next section focuses on the server-side environment that you'll use for your applications. Individual chapters cover Flash
Remoting with ColdFusion, Server-Side ActionScript, Java, ASP.NET, and PHP.The last section covers more advanced Flash Remoting
techniques, such as calling web services from Flash Remoting, extending objects and UI controls, best practices, and debugging. Plus there is a
detailed chapter demonstrating a real-world application. The book concludes with a Flash Remoting API reference.Developers who are
looking to create Rich Internet Applications with Flash will find Flash Remoting: The Definitive Guide indispensable.
Computer Aided Design Guide for Architecture, Engineering and Construction Jul 13 2021 Recent years have seen major changes in the
approach to Computer Aided Design (CAD) in the architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) sector. CAD is increasingly becoming a
standard design tool, facilitating lower development costs and a reduced design cycle. Not only does it allow a designer to model designs in
two and three dimensions but also to model other dimensions, such as time and cost into designs. Computer Aided Design Guide for
Architecture, Engineering and Construction provides an in-depth explanation of all the common CAD terms and tools used in the AEC sector.
It describes each approach to CAD with detailed analysis and practical examples. Analysis is provided of the strength and weaknesses of each
application for all members of the project team, followed by review questions and further tasks. Coverage includes: 2D CAD 3D CAD 4D
CAD nD modelling Building Information Modelling parametric design, virtual reality and other areas of future expansion. With practical
examples and step-by step guides, this book is essential reading for students of design and construction, from undergraduate level onwards.
Enterprise Application Architecture with .NET Core Jul 25 2022 Architect and design highly scalable, robust, clean and highly performant
applications in .NET Core About This Book Incorporate architectural soft-skills such as DevOps and Agile methodologies to enhance
program-level objectives Gain knowledge of architectural approaches on the likes of SOA architecture and microservices to provide
traceability and rationale for architectural decisions Explore a variety of practical use cases and code examples to implement the tools and
techniques described in the book Who This Book Is For This book is for experienced .NET developers who are aspiring to become architects
of enterprise-grade applications, as well as software architects who would like to leverage .NET to create effective blueprints of applications.

What You Will Learn Grasp the important aspects and best practices of application lifecycle management Leverage the popular ALM tools,
application insights, and their usage to monitor performance, testability, and optimization tools in an enterprise Explore various authentication
models such as social media-based authentication, 2FA and OpenID Connect, learn authorization techniques Explore Azure with various
solution approaches for Microservices and Serverless architecture along with Docker containers Gain knowledge about the recent market
trends and practices and how they can be achieved with .NET Core and Microsoft tools and technologies In Detail If you want to design and
develop enterprise applications using .NET Core as the development framework and learn about industry-wide best practices and guidelines,
then this book is for you. The book starts with a brief introduction to enterprise architecture, which will help you to understand what enterprise
architecture is and what the key components are. It will then teach you about the types of patterns and the principles of software development,
and explain the various aspects of distributed computing to keep your applications effective and scalable. These chapters act as a catalyst to
start the practical implementation, and design and develop applications using different architectural approaches, such as layered architecture,
service oriented architecture, microservices and cloud-specific solutions. Gradually, you will learn about the different approaches and models
of the Security framework and explore various authentication models and authorization techniques, such as social media-based authentication
and safe storage using app secrets. By the end of the book, you will get to know the concepts and usage of the emerging fields, such as
DevOps, BigData, architectural practices, and Artificial Intelligence. Style and approach Filled with examples and use cases, this guide takes a
no-nonsense approach to show you the best tools and techniques required to become a successful software architect.
Designing Data-Intensive Applications Mar 09 2021 Data is at the center of many challenges in system design today. Difficult issues need to
be figured out, such as scalability, consistency, reliability, efficiency, and maintainability. In addition, we have an overwhelming variety of
tools, including relational databases, NoSQL datastores, stream or batch processors, and message brokers. What are the right choices for your
application? How do you make sense of all these buzzwords? In this practical and comprehensive guide, author Martin Kleppmann helps you
navigate this diverse landscape by examining the pros and cons of various technologies for processing and storing data. Software keeps
changing, but the fundamental principles remain the same. With this book, software engineers and architects will learn how to apply those
ideas in practice, and how to make full use of data in modern applications. Peer under the hood of the systems you already use, and learn how
to use and operate them more effectively Make informed decisions by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of different tools Navigate the
trade-offs around consistency, scalability, fault tolerance, and complexity Understand the distributed systems research upon which modern
databases are built Peek behind the scenes of major online services, and learn from their architectures
Hands-On Software Architecture with Golang Apr 10 2021 Understand the principles of software architecture with coverage on SOA,
distributed and messaging systems, and database modeling Key FeaturesGain knowledge of architectural approaches on SOA and
microservices for architectural decisionsExplore different architectural patterns for building distributed applicationsMigrate applications
written in Java or Python to the Go languageBook Description Building software requires careful planning and architectural considerations;
Golang was developed with a fresh perspective on building next-generation applications on the cloud with distributed and concurrent
computing concerns. Hands-On Software Architecture with Golang starts with a brief introduction to architectural elements, Go, and a case
study to demonstrate architectural principles. You'll then move on to look at code-level aspects such as modularity, class design, and

constructs specific to Golang and implementation of design patterns. As you make your way through the chapters, you'll explore the core
objectives of architecture such as effectively managing complexity, scalability, and reliability of software systems. You'll also work through
creating distributed systems and their communication before moving on to modeling and scaling of data. In the concluding chapters, you'll
learn to deploy architectures and plan the migration of applications from other languages. By the end of this book, you will have gained insight
into various design and architectural patterns, which will enable you to create robust, scalable architecture using Golang. What you will
learnUnderstand architectural paradigms and deep dive into MicroservicesDesign parallelism/concurrency patterns and learn object-oriented
design patterns in GoExplore API-driven systems architecture with introduction to REST and GraphQL standardsBuild event-driven
architectures and make your architectures anti-fragileEngineer scalability and learn how to migrate to Go from other languagesGet to grips
with deployment considerations with CICD pipeline, cloud deployments, and so onBuild an end-to-end e-commerce (travel) application
backend in GoWho this book is for Hands-On Software Architecture with Golang is for software developers, architects, and CTOs looking to
use Go in their software architecture to build enterprise-grade applications. Programming knowledge of Golang is assumed.
Mobile Applications Aug 02 2020 Spending on worldwide wireless and mobile network infrastructure will rise by $10.7 billion between 2002
and 2007. In this new resource, the authors provide technology-independent principles and practices that no mobile application developer
should be without. This book illustrates specific details of mobile technologies and includes mobile application case studies.
Get Your Hands Dirty on Clean Architecture Apr 22 2022 Gain insight into how hexagonal architecture can help to keep the cost of
development low over the complete lifetime of an application Key FeaturesExplore ways to make your software flexible, extensible, and
adaptableLearn new concepts that you can easily blend with your own software development styleDevelop the mindset of building
maintainable solutions instead of taking shortcutsBook Description We would all like to build software architecture that yields adaptable and
flexible software with low development costs. But, unreasonable deadlines and shortcuts make it very hard to create such an architecture. Get
Your Hands Dirty on Clean Architecture starts with a discussion about the conventional layered architecture style and its disadvantages. It also
talks about the advantages of the domain-centric architecture styles of Robert C. Martin's Clean Architecture and Alistair Cockburn's
Hexagonal Architecture. Then, the book dives into hands-on chapters that show you how to manifest a hexagonal architecture in actual code.
You'll learn in detail about different mapping strategies between the layers of a hexagonal architecture and see how to assemble the
architecture elements into an application. The later chapters demonstrate how to enforce architecture boundaries. You'll also learn what
shortcuts produce what types of technical debt and how, sometimes, it is a good idea to willingly take on those debts. After reading this book,
you'll have all the knowledge you need to create applications using the hexagonal architecture style of web development. What you will
learnIdentify potential shortcomings of using a layered architectureApply methods to enforce architecture boundariesFind out how potential
shortcuts can affect the software architectureProduce arguments for when to use which style of architectureStructure your code according to
the architectureApply various types of tests that will cover each element of the architectureWho this book is for This book is for you if you
care about the architecture of the software you are building. To get the most out of this book, you must have some experience with web
development. The code examples in this book are in Java. If you are not a Java programmer but can read object-oriented code in other
languages, you will be fine. In the few places where Java or framework specifics are needed, they are thoroughly explained.

Web Application Architecture Oct 16 2021 In-depth examination of concepts and principles of Web application development Completely
revised and updated, this popular book returns with coverage on a range of new technologies. Authored by a highly respected duo, this edition
provides an in-depth examination of the core concepts and general principles of Web application development. Packed with examples
featuring specific technologies, this book is divided into three sections: HTTP protocol as a foundation for Web applications, markup
languages (HTML, XML, and CSS), and survey of emerging technologies. After a detailed introduction to the history of Web applications,
coverage segues to core Internet protocols, Web browsers, Web application development, trends and directions, and more. Includes new
coverage on technologies such as application primers, Ruby on Rails, SOAP, XPath, P3P, and more Explores the fundamentals of HTTP and
its evolution Looks at HTML and its roots as well as XML languages and applications Reviews the basic operation of Web Servers, their
functionality, configuration, and security Discusses how to process flow in Web browsers and looks at active browser pages Addresses the
trends and various directions that the future of Web application frameworks may be headed This book is essential reading for anyone who
needs to design or debug complex systems, and it makes it easier to learn the new application programming interfaces that arise in a rapidly
changing Internet environment.
Microsoft Power Platform Enterprise Architecture Sep 22 2019 Gain a 360-degree view of Microsoft Power Platform and combine the
benefits of Power Apps, Power BI, Power Automate, Azure, and Dynamics 365 to build an enterprise application platform for your
organization Key FeaturesExplore various Microsoft cloud components and find out how they can enhance your Power Platform solutionsGet
to grips with Microsoft Power Platform's security and extensibility, integration, and data migration modelsDiscover architectural best practices
for designing complex enterprise solutionsBook Description For forward-looking architects and decision makers who want to craft complex
solutions to serve growing business needs, Microsoft Power Platform Enterprise Architecture offers an array of architectural best practices and
techniques. With this book, you’ll learn how to design robust software using the tools available in the Power Platform suite and be able to
integrate them seamlessly with various Microsoft 365 and Azure components. Unlike most other resources that are overwhelmingly long and
unstructured, this book covers essential concepts using concise yet practical examples to help you save time. You’ll develop the skills you
need to architect, design, and manage a complex solution as you follow the journey of a fictitious enterprise customer as they enter the world
of Power Platform. Throughout the book, you’ll discover how to combine the functionality of Power Apps, Power Automate, Power BI, and
Power Virtual Agents with various methodologies to effectively address application lifecycle management, security, and extensibility. Finally,
you'll learn how to overcome common challenges in migrating data to and from Microsoft Power Platform using proven techniques. By the
end of this book, you’ll have the strategic perspective of an enterprise architect to make accurate architectural decisions for your complex
Power Platform projects. What you will learnUnderstand various Dynamics 365 CRM, ERP, and AI modules for creating Power Platform
solutionsEnhance Power Platform with Microsoft 365 and AzureFind out which regions, staging environments, and user licensing groups need
to be employed when creating enterprise solutionsImplement sophisticated security by using various authentication and authorization
techniquesExtend Power Apps, Power BI, and Power Automate to create custom applicationsIntegrate your solution with various in-house
Microsoft components or third-party systems using integration patternsWho this book is for This book is for enterprise architects and technical
decision makers who want to craft complex solutions using Microsoft Power Platform to serve growing business needs and to stay competitive

in the modern IT world. A basic understanding of Microsoft Power Platform will help you to get started with this book.
Microservice Architecture Dec 26 2019 Have you heard about the tremendous success Amazon and Netflix have had by switching to a
microservice architecture? Are you wondering how this can benefit your company? Or are you skeptical about how it might work? If you've
answered yes to any of these questions, this practical book will benefit you. You'll learn how to take advantage of the microservice
architectural style for building systems, and learn from the experiences of others to adopt and execute this approach most successfully.
Enterprise Architecture Planning Jan 07 2021 Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP) is a high-level blueprint for data, applications, and
technology that is a cost-effective long-term solution. The authors give you a common-sense approach to EAP, supported by examples of
architectures, procedures, checklists, and useful guidelines.
Software Architecture for Web Developers Nov 05 2020 Discover an accessible pathway to advancing your career and becoming a web
architect by building a solid technical ground in software architecture Key Features Follow your desired career path that leads to a lucrative
job as a web architect Develop a solid technical background in software architecture using real-world practices and patterns Learn proven
techniques and design considerations from an industry expert Book Description Large-scale web applications require you to write code
efficiently following business and architectural considerations. They require web developers to understand the impact of their work on the
system and how they can evolve the product. With this handbook, every developer will find something to take away. This book will help web
developers looking to change projects or work on a new project in understanding the context of the application, along with how some design
decisions or patterns fit better in their application's architecture. It acts as a guide, taking you through different levels of professional growth
with a focus on best practices, coding guidelines, business considerations, and soft skills that will help you gain the knowledge to craft a career
in web development. Finally, you'll work with examples and ways of applying the discussed concepts in practical situations. By the end of this
book, you'll have gained valuable insights into what it means to be a web architect, as well as the impact architecture has on a web application.
What you will learn Understand the context of software architecture, from shaping the product to delivery and beyond Become well versed in
what a web architect's role means Explore go-to key concepts for every time you try your hand at app development Analyze the importance of
relationships with stakeholders Get acquainted with the benefits of well-designed architecture Dig into and solve myths web developers have
come across or created along the way Who this book is for This book is for web developers who want to become web architects. Beginnerlevel web developers will be able to develop a strong technical background, and experienced web developers will learn techniques to become
better professionals by understanding the web architect's role and the impact of efficient architecture on their projects.
Cloud Architecture Patterns Jun 24 2022 Do you need to learn about cloud computing architecture with Microsoft's Azure quickly? Read this
book! It gives you just enough info on the big picture and is filled with key terminology so that you can join the discussion on cloud
architecture.
Java Application Architecture May 23 2022 “I’m dancing! By god I’m dancing on the walls. I’m dancing on the ceiling. I’m ecstatic. I’m
overjoyed. I’m really, really pleased.” –From the Foreword by Robert C. Martin (a.k.a. Uncle Bob) This isn’t the first book on Java application
architecture. No doubt it won’t be the last. But rest assured, this title is different. The way we develop Java applications is about to change, and
this title explores the new way of Java application architecture. Over the past several years, module frameworks have been gaining traction on

the Java platform, and upcoming versions of Java will include a module system that allows you to leverage the power of modularity to build
more resilient and flexible software systems. Modularity isn’t a new concept. But modularity will change the way we develop Java
applications, and you’ll only be able to realize the benefits if you understand how to design more modular software systems. Java Application
Architecture will help you Design modular software that is extensible, reusable, maintainable, and adaptable Design modular software today,
in anticipation of future platform support for modularity Break large software systems into a flexible composite of collaborating modules
Understand where to place your architectural focus Migrate large-scale monolithic applications to applications with a modular architecture
Articulate the advantages of modular software to your team Java Application Architecture lays the foundation you’ll need to incorporate
modular design thinking into your development initiatives. Before it walks you through eighteen patterns that will help you architect modular
software, it lays a solid foundation that shows you why modularity is a critical weapon in your arsenal of design tools. Throughout, you’ll find
examples that illustrate the concepts. By designing modular applications today, you are positioning yourself for the platform and architecture
of tomorrow. That’s why Uncle Bob is dancing.
Clean Architecture Aug 26 2022 Building upon the success of best-sellers The Clean Coder and Clean Code, legendary software craftsman
Robert C. "Uncle Bob" Martin shows how to bring greater professionalism and discipline to application architecture and design. As with his
other books, Martin's Clean Architecture doesn't merely present multiple choices and options, and say "use your best judgment": it tells you
what choices to make, and why those choices are critical to your success. Martin offers direct, is essential reading for every software architect,
systems analyst, system designer, and software manager-- and for any programmer who aspires to these roles or is impacted by their work.
Microsoft .NET - Architecting Applications for the Enterprise Aug 14 2021 A software architect’s digest of core practices, pragmatically
applied Designing effective architecture is your best strategy for managing project complexity–and improving your results. But the principles
and practices of software architecting–what the authors call the “science of hard decisions”–have been evolving for cloud, mobile, and other
shifts. Now fully revised and updated, this book shares the knowledge and real-world perspectives that enable you to design for success–and
deliver more successful solutions. In this fully updated Second Edition, you will: Learn how only a deep understanding of domain can lead to
appropriate architecture Examine domain-driven design in both theory and implementation Shift your approach to code first, model
later–including multilayer architecture Capture the benefits of prioritizing software maintainability See how readability, testability, and
extensibility lead to code quality Take a user experience (UX) first approach, rather than designing for data Review patterns for organizing
business logic Use event sourcing and CQRS together to model complex business domains more effectively Delve inside the persistence layer,
including patterns and implementation.
Cloud Enterprise Architecture Nov 24 2019 Cloud Enterprise Architecture examines enterprise architecture (EA) in the context of the
surging popularity of Cloud computing. It explains the different kinds of desired transformations the architectural blocks of EA undergo in
light of this strategically significant convergence. Chapters cover each of the contributing architectures of EA—business, information,
application, integration, security, and technology—illustrating the current and impending implications of the Cloud on each. Discussing the
implications of the Cloud paradigm on EA, the book details the perceptible and positive changes that will affect EA design, governance,
strategy, management, and sustenance. The author ties these topics together with chapters on Cloud integration and composition architecture.

He also examines the Enterprise Cloud, Federated Clouds, and the vision to establish the InterCloud. Laying out a comprehensive strategy for
planning and executing Cloud-inspired transformations, the book: Explains how the Cloud changes and affects enterprise architecture design,
governance, strategy, management, and sustenance Presents helpful information on next-generation Cloud computing Describes additional
architectural types such as enterprise-scale integration, security, management, and governance architectures This book is an ideal resource for
enterprise architects, Cloud evangelists and enthusiasts, and Cloud application and service architects. Cloud center administrators, Cloud
business executives, managers, and analysts will also find the book helpful and inspirational while formulating appropriate mechanisms and
schemes for sound modernization and migration of traditional applications to Cloud infrastructures and platforms.
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